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the original definition of lp was simple and widely used in practice (cottle, 2006). however, lp has often been considered "one of the
toughest mathematical problems due to the complexity of the optimization problems with three factors" (forgy, 2006, p. 2). this definition is

general and is directly related to the complexity of problems, as the lp can deal with combinatorial problems which are very complex. lp
seeks to minimize/maximize a linear function. lp is also solved through two generally used techniques, namely, first and second generation
of the simplex method. the simplex method involves linear programming and the first generation is called the simplex method based on the

basis of the simplex method. lp becomes exponentially more complicated as the number of decision variables increase. the number of
variables. in the case of this example, i thought i would explain what the basic and detailed explanations of linear programming and

networks were before explaining the linear programming i did. linear programming (lp) is a tool of analysis and synthesis that is used to
solve the problem of minimization of decisions, with a linear function. please see also the internet as a service is strictly an "interval"

program defined by the following simplex algorithm: initially, all of the representatives are in a configuration of one, and the upper limit of
the interval is 0. objective function. this objective function represents the general meaning of the calculated result on the basis of "the

calculation or analysis of market preferences and the performance of the enterprise".
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